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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
"IT'S ALWAYS CALM BEFORE THE STORM"

CHAPTER ONE

“#Karma” is thrown around a
lot nowadays, but what’s the
true meaning of Karma?
Karma = Actions that Bind
This quick guide is an
attempt
to
shift
the
perspective of all readers of
the many misconception of
living life as it is because it is
“a Karmic journey” and
introduce you to the 3 simple
weapons of destroying the
very
myths
about
Unchanging Karma.

We all have the same
choices, new or old souls,
most of us chose to make our
life a “Battleground” instead
of a “Playground”.
The simplest step of breaking
free from the bondages of
Karma is converting all
actions to “KRIYA”
Kriya simply means =
boundless action.

With KRIYA life becomes an
effortless flow. It is the exact
It
is
our
dharma
as opposite of Karma.
individuals to Evolve, and we
With these 3 weapons you
evolve by creating.
can welcome - Endless
We
are
existing
to coincidences, synchronized
understand our self from our life , with balanced
creations. Every creation is relationships and perfect
visible via Action that we health and unlimited
abundance - a magical world.
choose.
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Chapter 2

WEAPON 1
"You Are Your Choices"
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WEAPON NO:ONE

Choice = Actions (What you If aligned it is the source of
Do, not what you think)
all things yet to be, it can be
fame, prosperity, speech,
KARMA is the energetic memory,
intelligence,
mechanism by which each faithfulness and patience.
choice creates a consequence.
For example a choice from However the ignorant and
guilt or obligation leads to a faithless person who doubts
consequence of MORE Guilt the truth will forever be lost.
and MORE Obligation.
The doubting soul is neither
You are Divine Souls and happy in this life or the next.
you are born with the
SECRET Weapon to intuit So right now it’s a good time
and intend and get done to check on the following
whatever you want.
(without judgements):Your Intentions manifest to 1. What is the core of your
thoughts which in turn Actions?
become your Actions.
2. What do you really care
The weapon of Intention if for?
misaligned, is like death and
a destroyer of all.
3. How many of your
intentions are positive?
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Chapter 3

WEAPON 2
"Respond Dont React"
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WEAPON NO:TWO

When you think of objects
and events, attachment for
them arises, from these
attachments, desires are
born, through desires arise
feelings.
Feelings can be many but
primarily its “anger”, this
emotion affects our
responses, making our
actions delusional and we
begin to loose memory, and
then starts the downfall of
destruction of discrimination
and ultimately you perish.
The Secret Weapon offered
in this chapter is to take care
of this vicious cycle of Karma
Creation.
Just follow them diligently :1 – Observe the Situation/
Event affecting you at this
moment.
2 – Check your Action

3- If the Action is a Reaction
– it’s a wrong Intention –
Change it.
Reaction holds attachment
which takes you back to
creating KARMA.
4- The Action has to be a
Response.
Response happens with selfdiscipline and awareness of
self – beliefs and thereby
replacing your choices and
creating a Kriya.
Just learning this truth in
humility and submissively
following it will bring about a
fresh taste to living and
become a sacred shift in your
lifetimes to come.
Implementing this is selfrealization and will enhance
your soul to transcend by
knowledge and know your
Reality.
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Chapter 4

WEAPON 3
"Take Joy in Actions"
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WEAPON NO:THREE

Human Experience gives us best at and loving it.Such a
the greatest opportunity to game creates an experience
practice our DIVINITY.
within which results in your
evolution. as a human.
And you can never Stop
Creating, so this third and Think of something you just
last Weapon to eradicate self- love to do. And you loose
destruction through Karma is your sense of time doing it.
probably the most powerful You are not caring for the
as well as quite simple.
result, simply playing for
every step of success.
Be steadfast in your creation,
perform without attachment For some it can be playing a
and balanced towards both piece of music, or coding a
success as well as failure.
program or giving lectures.
But Create value with “Play”. Because you are DO-ing
Take all actions with “play”.
your Divinity, success comes
Enjoy the process of play ,
when you are having this
fun.
Play for yourself = Add value A Balanced fun.
for yourself. Enjoy this
process of play.
If
a
constant
devotion
towards having fun in play is
What is play?
created
with
intelligence
then what you attain cannot
Play is doing what you are
be limited by anything, not
even karma.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION
TOTAL ACCEPTANCE
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CHAPTER FIVE

If you have mastered these
weapons you have
undoubtedly controlled your
mind, which then becomes
and remains your bestfriend, but if you fail to
control this, then it does
become your greatest enemy.
Utilization of these weapons,
even one of them to a
hundred per cent, without a
fragment of doubt, you will
attain freedom from Karma
without fail.

with creation was the true
purpose.
But you got stuck in the
Karma cycle. All you needed
was to not stay attached to
your past.
You did what you did based
on the highest wisdom of the
Moment.
Give credit to that moment
and your own wisdom and
move on.

Thereafter every new thing
that you learn will become a
NIRVANA for you.

Now is your chance to clear
your Karma with so many
modalities and methods
available in our Spiritual
Acquiring these weapons is
world just choose one and
one thing and mastering
begin clearing your Past and
them is your life purpose and
realign you Present to Move
sole reason to keep reto the Best of Futures.
incarnating. It is rarest of all
secrets and purest form of
Make the choice to bring
life.
back originality and
perfection to your Divine
Living in your divinity and
Soul.
experiencing your divinity
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